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VBScript Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
The VBScript standard has changed over time, and several new things have been introduced since this book first published in 1999. The current standard for VBScript is 5.6. The script debugger, script control, and script encoder have all changed and the Windows Script Component Wizard, regular expressions, and remote scripting have been...
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PHP Quick Scripting Reference (Expert's Voice in PHP)Apress, 2013

	The PHP Quick Scripting Reference is a condensed scripting code and syntax reference to the PHP scripting language, the most popular Web scripting language in use today. It presents the essential PHP script in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated...
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Learning VBScript (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1997

	
		With the advent of client-side scripting, it is possible to create programs that run on a user's browser in response to particular user actions, like passing the mouse over a hyperlink or clicking a standard HTML command button. By taking advantage of client-side scripts, web pages can be made more interactive, and programs that...
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JavaServer Pages, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
JavaServer Pages, Third Edition is completely revised and updated to cover the substantial changes in the 2.0 version of the JSP specification. It also includes detailed coverage of the major revisions to the JSP Standard Tag Library (JSTL) specification. Combining plenty of practical advice with detailed coverage...
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Beginning Portable Shell Scripting: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2008
Portable shell scripting is today the future of modern Linux, OS X, and Unix command–line access. Beginning Portable Shell Scripting: From Novice to Professional teaches shell scripting by using the common core of most shells and expands those principles to all of scripting.
You will learn about portable scripting and how to use...
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Node for Front-End DevelopersO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Node.js has brought the JavaScript revolution of the past few years to the server. Java-
	
		Script, it turns out, has uses beyond the client, and many techniques for effective clientside
	
		development are applicable on the server side as well. Front-end developers can
	
		use their existing skills to work with Node today....
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Linux Shell Scripting Cookbook, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Don't neglect the shell - this book will empower you to use simple commands to perform complex tasks. Whether you're a casual or advanced Linux user, the cookbook approach makes it all so brilliantly accessible and, above all, useful.


	Overview

	
		Master the art of crafting one-liner command sequence...
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Oracle DBA Scripting Quick ReferencePrentice Hall, 2004
The fast, practical Oracle 9i/10g automation reference for every DBA!

Automate Oracle—and save your time for more important tasks! This is the Oracle automation reference every working Oracle DBA needs...concise, straightforward, and incredibly easy to use. Discover proven solutions for automating...
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Group Policy, Profiles, and IntelliMirror for Windows 2003, Windows XP, and Windows 2000Sybex, 2005
For Windows 2003 SP1, Windows XP SP2, and Windows 2000
    This fully updated third edition of Group Policy, Profiles, and IntelliMirror provides all the instruction and insight you need to take full advantage of your Active Directory with GPMC and other Group Policy tools. You'll also learn techniques for implementing...
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A Tiny Handbook of R (SpringerBriefs in Statistics)Springer, 2011

	R has a command-line interface, not a point-and-click GUI (graphical user

	interface).1 A GUI is easier to learn, and is the best way to interact with graphics.

	But you can be more expressive with command lines. The commands have a

	syntax. It’s a language, and like any language the more fluent you are the more

	expressive you...
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Beginning JavaScript Second EditionWrox Press, 2004
JavaScript is the preferred programming language for Web page applications, letting you enhance your sites with interactive, dynamic, and personalized pages. This fully updated guide shows you how to take advantage of JavaScript’s client-side scripting techniques for the newest versions of Netscape and Internet Explorer, even if...
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ClojureScript: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		This book is for software developers who want to learn how to get started using ClojureScript
	
		to build web browser applications. This book will not assume any prior
	
		knowledge of ClojureScript. We do assume that you have at least a basic working knowledge
	
		of the core JavaScript language. For the sections of this book...
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